Electronic Cash Register

ER-A280F

COMPACT,
STYLISH AND
FEATURE RICH
The ER-A280F is powerful enough to
manage your hospitality business.

• Compact, space saving and stylish design
• Powerful functionality
• Large and bright multi-line operator display
• Numerous RS232 ports to allow for system expansion

ER-A280F
DESIGN

Scanning

The compact and space saving design of

For fast customer service, the ER-A280F allows for a scanner connection

the ER-A280F allows for counter space to

and a number of common barcode formats are also supported.

be maximised. The stylish black contemporary

This allows the operator to register items with just one scan and it

colour scheme fits into the most demanding

removes the possibility of any potential costly keying-in errors.

and design conscious environments.

The ER-A280F also allows for price enquiries to be used with the scanner
thus giving fast and efficient customer service.

FLEXIBLE POSITIONING
The ER-A280F can be positioned centrally on
the included cash drawer or off-set to the
left which will allow other peripheral devices

Reliable printing
A fast and silent single station thermal printer is included as standard
with the ER-A280F. Printing out at an average of 15 lines per second it
enables fast customer service as receipts can be produced quickly.

such as scanners to be neatly stowed directly
next to the cash register.

The use of a high quality printer allows for clear and professional
looking receipts which can be customised to suit your business with

EASE-OF-USE

specific messages or graphic logos. To suit a wide variety of business

The ER-A280F includes a flat and spillproof

requirements, a number of receipt formats can be set.

keyboard with 70 responsive touch keys

To save time during busy trading periods, the printer has been designed

which allows for a large number of items to

for drop-in paper loading which allows for paper rolls to be changed easily.

be laid out in an orderly manner. With an
optional back office software package, the
keyboard layout can be customised to suit
your preferred way of working. To reduce
the amount of excessive lighting glare, the
material and design of the rubber keyboard
cover has been improved.

Promotions
Usually associated with much higher specification cash register
models, the promotional capabilities of the ER-A280F are second to
none. This easy to program promotions function allows for selling
opportunities to be maximised and it has the capability of handling
a number of different offers.
Promotions can be tailored to give an amount discount or percentage

FIXING BRACKET

discount if a certain number of items have been purchased. Furthermore,

Although the ER-A280F sits firmly and

to show customers how good value their purchases have been,

securely on four rubber feet, a useful angle

a customisable text description is printed onto the receipt indicating the

fixing bracket is also included which allows

saving made.

for the cash register to be secured to the
countertop. This is useful for space restricted
environments as it prevents excessive
movement each time the cash drawer is
opened and closed.

Manage your staff

STREAMLINE ROUTINE TASKS

The ER-A280F supports for up to 99 clerks so managing your staff is never

The ER-A280F supports up to 10 auto keys

easier. For hospitality clients, the flexible overlapped clerk system allows

which means that routine tasks that require

for quick customer service and faster customer turnaround during busy

a certain number of key presses can be

periods. To help familiarise new employees with the functions of the

simplified and reduced to one button press.

Electronic Cash Register and help reduce mistakes a useful training

For example, end of day reports and tender

function is included that allows clerks to learn how to use the cash register

amounts for large bills. This useful time

without affecting the sales totalisers.

saving feature is ideal for any hospitality user.

Manage cash effectively
Any business needs to keep track of all cash movements and with the PO
(Paid Out) and RA (Received on Account) keys, the ER-A280F allows you
to track cash that has been taken out or put in to the cash drawer.
The Electronic Journal function can store up to 9,000 lines of transaction
data securely and this helps to save paper and reduce costs for those
who do not need to have a print out of every transaction. To help give

LOCKABLE CASH DRAWER
The compact cash drawer has been designed
to be flexible enough to hold a large number
of notes and coins. The cash drawer is not
only sturdy and tough but it also lockable
when security is a prime concern.

quick responses to any customer queries, the Electronic Journal view
function also displays the transaction data on screen.

FLEXIBLE VAT AND TAX
With up to 6 tax rates, the ER-A280F is

Management control

flexible enough to cope with most hospitality

All managers need to be able to control how the cash register is used to

demands when certain items have different

enable accurate trading. The Manager Mode means that the cash register

VAT rates for eat-in or for takeaway.

can be programmed so that clerks only have access to the functions and
information that is required for their jobs. A password protect feature helps

BACK OFFICE SOFTWARE

give enhanced security and the ER-A280F also comes with a secure

A dedicated back office software solution

lockable cash drawer to keep all monies safe.

allows you to get more out of your ER-A280F

Any busy hospitality environment needs to ensure constant compliance

Electronic Cash Register. Programming

with statutory regulations and the simple age verification feature helps to

functions

remind clerks that it is their responsibility to confirm a customer’s age on

currency rates and departments can be

certain products such as alcohol.

managed from a separate back office

Guest tracking
The integrated guest tracking system on the ER-A280F is ideal for
cafes, diners or small pubs that want to keep a accurate tab of
table spend and ensure that any order entry mistakes are minimised.
A maximum number of 99 GLUs (Guest Look-Ups) can be set and the
system is flexible enough to allow for tables to be laid away and
recalled when extra items need to be added or if the customer is
requesting the bill.

for

items

(PLUs),

barcodes,

computer. A task scheduling system is also
available which enables ECR reports and
downloads to be taken at specific times and
on specific days.
For full management control, a benefit of a
back office software solution is that it allows
a wide variety of reports to be accessed and
printed on A4 printers for ease of viewing.

ER-A280F
KEYBOARD MANAGER
To help save time and react quickly to a
changing menu or product set, the keyboard
manager feature within the optional back
office software allows users to customise the
keyboard layout of their cash register from
a computer and this can then be sent to
various locations.

System Configuration
ER-A280F

Specifications: ER-A280F
Operator Display
Customer Display
Keyboard
Printer

SD Card

Cash Drawer

Memory Card

RS232 Communication

Interface Ports

EFT Terminal
(Local Purchase)

Barcode Scanner

Back Office PC
(Local Purchase)

Note: Please consult your Sharp dealer about peripherals
and PC software for PC connection.

Dealer Stamp

No. of Departments
No. of PLUs
Level Shifts
Price Shifts
Promotions
No. of GLUs
No. of Clerks
Overlapped Clerk
Auto Keys
CCD
Electronic Journal
Electronic Journal Viewer
Cash Drawer
(H x W x D)
Coin Case
Dimensions
(H x W x D)
Weight
Supplied Accessories

192 x 80 dots; 4 or 8 lines
Tilt angle 25–70 degrees from vertical
10 digits x 7 segments
70 Flat Keys
Single station 57.5mm ±0.5mm width
Print speed 15 lines per second
384 dots /30 characters
Graphic Logo Printing/Logo Message function
Paper feed button/Receipt on/off function
1 SD card slot
Supports SD/SDHC cards
2 x RS232 (D-SUB) 9-Pin ports (1 powered 5V)
2 x RS232 (RJ45) ports (1 powered 5V)
For PC Communication, scanner, modem,
2 x Cash Drawer ports (Supports ER03/04/05
drawers)
Up to 99
Standard 2,000; Maximum 16,000*
3
2
By amount discount/% discount/Free Product
Standard 20; Maximum 99
Standard 20; Maximum 99
YES
YES (25 sequences x 10 keys)
YES
YES
YES
329 x 363 x 106 mm (includes front lock)
3 Note /7 coin compartments
330 x 365 x 225 mm
Approx 9 Kg
1 paper roll/2 drawer lock keys /1 fixing angle
bracket 1 standard & 1 programming key
sheet /1 horizontal note separator

Optional Accessories
Cash Drawers
Coin Cases
Coin Case Cover

ER03DWB4 /ER05DWB5
ER48CC2 /ER48CC3 /ER-58CC
ER01CV1-5 /ER02CV1-5 /ER03CV

Specifications may be subject to change, without notice. All copyright and trademarks acknowledged.
*Depending on the level of detail.
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